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improve the performance of a web server running on Linux by
an order of magnitude [26].
The drawback of user-level I/O processing solutions is their
lack of protection. They either separate I/O processing threads
from application threads that communicate through shared
memory queues [21], or combine the I/O event loop with
the application event loop, in a run-to-completion (RTC) execution model. In both cases, they do not isolate the I/O
processing from the application execution. For example, the
memory of user-level TCP/IP stacks is not mapped. This lack
of constrained mapping does not prevent an application from
corrupting the network through shared memory, hence affecting other applications. Some approaches enforce isolation in
hardware to provide a coarse-grained protection but this does
not prevent the application and the I/O from sharing the same
address space [32]. Hardware isolation does not provide a finegrained protection based on policies, such as an access control
list or a monitoring bandwidth limiter. This observation even
led to the common belief that user-level implementations could
not provide high performance, low-latency and protection [5].
In this paper, we present the Distributed Library OS (DLibOS) to debunk the myth that high performance, low latency
and protection cannot all be achieved at user-level. DLibOS
achieves efficiency with zero-touch transmission and zerocopy reception without context switching. It offers protection
by isolating the application from the I/O tasks in different
address spaces. In particular, its memory is initially mapped to
prevent the applications from creating arbitrary packets or tampering with packet headers. DLibOS specializes isolated cores
to different tasks similar to previous design proposals [43].
but it differs in that it exploits hardware message passing for
inter-core communication. This hardware message passing
achieves a bandwidth two orders of magnitude higher than the
one of shared memory [44]. This raises an interesting question regarding the peak performance one can achieve while
distributing specialized cores.
To illustrate the benefit of DLibOS we developed a driver
and a user-level unprivileged TCP/IP stack on a Tilera TILExtreme many-core machine. DLibOS does not interfere with the
Linux kernel and allows to run concurrent networking stacks
as long as each stack has at least one core and a unique MAC
address. An interesting benefit of DLibOS is to offer timing
guarantees by combining receive side scaling (RSS) with a
shared nothing approach. For example, TCP acknowledgements are sent within a time bound even when the application
is blocked, something that cannot be achieved with RTC. In
summary, we drew the three following concluding observations regarding the advantages of distributed specialized cores

A long body of research work has led to the conjecture that
highly efficient I/O processing at user-level would necessarily
violate protection. In this paper, we debunk this myth by introducing DLibOS, a new paradigm that consists of distributing
a library OS on specialized cores to achieve performance
and protection at the user-level. Its main novelty consists of
leveraging network-on-chip to allow hardware message passing, rather than context switches, for communication between
different address spaces.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we implement a driver and a network stack at user-level on a Tilera
many-core machine. We define a novel asynchronous socket
interface and partition the memory such that the reception, the
transmission and the application update isolated partitions.
The main drawback is perhaps the incompatibility with the
BSD interface, however, our high performance results of 4.2
and 3.1 million requests per second obtained on a webserver
and the Memcached applications, respectively, confirms the
relevance of our design decisions. Finally, we compare DLibOS against a non-protected user-level network stack and
show that protection comes at a negligible cost.

1. Introduction
The microseconds era requires novel architectural approaches
throughout the system software stack. NVMe SSDs have read
latencies of tens of microseconds whereas network devices
within datacenter have reached latencies of the order of microseconds [3]. This is in contrast with current storage and
networking stacks that add significant overheads and assume
I/O takes milliseconds. This lack of support for high rate I/O is
exacerbated by modern multi-/many-core architectures whose
inherent concurrency should intuitively yield higher aggregate throughput. In fact, many-core processors differ from
more classic multi-core processors by offering simpler cores
typically organized on a network-on-chip and running at a
lower clock frequency than multi-cores [7], but suffering more
from synchronization bottlenecks. This two paradigm shifts
raise the problem of inadequacy between existing computer
architectures and modern I/O-bound applications.
A long trend of research has shown that bypassing the kernel, especially in the data plane fast path, can substantially
improve performance [39, 42, 8, 26, 21]. This observation
stems from the fact that context switches induce a substantial
overhead on top of hardware capability [37, 15]. This led
researchers to at least batch these costly context switches [5]
and to sometimes exclude the kernel completely from the fast
execution path. Such a user-level approach even managed to
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2. Background and Motivations

for I/O and application processing:
1. Combining performance and protection does not require context switching. DLibOS is precisely one example offering this combination. It separates the processes by
the network-on-chip and registers the memory mappings
in IO-TLB so that no applications can corrupt the network
or other applications. Our experiments on the in-memory
key-value store Memcached show more than 3 million requests per second (RPS) with a 99th percentile latency at
500 µs, while all TCP solutions we know that evaluated
Memcached without disabling its LRU policy, did not reach
2 million RPS [15, 34, 5].
2. Distributing specialized cores does not increase tail latency. Our implementation of another user-level TCP/IP
stack using the run-to-completion (RTC) execution model
reveals that DLibOS was more effective at reducing tail
latency. This result may seem surprising given that RTC is
known to achieve high data locality and limit the work and
inter-core communication [26]. Interestingly, our profiling
indicated that RTC tail latency is affected by (i) a lack of
fairness between the network and the application to access
CPU resources and (ii) a tendency to suffer from periods
of serializations through contention.
3. The flexibility offered by core specialization benefits
concurrent applications. On the one hand, our evaluation of a webserver application shows that a right balance
of twice as many network-specialized cores as applicationspecialized cores boosts performance by 75% compared
to the opposite balance of twice as many application cores
as network cores. On the other hand, our comparison of
webserver and Memcached key-value store confirms that
one balance does not fit all applications as the performance
of this key-value store peaks actually with twice as many
application cores as network cores.
Our user-level network stack is not a panacea. First, it is
complex in that the application must hold onto memory until it is acknowledged by remote cores while BSD sockets
only need to hold on until memory is copied to socket buffers.
Second, it requires the on-chip network, and, as we will explain, care needs to be taken to avoid deadlocks and stalling.
Third, although the core-local resource usage minimizes cache
conflicts/pressure on specialized cores by exploiting spatial
locality, the RTC execution model exploits temporal locality that minimizes cache line eviction. Fourth, specializing
cores may unnecessarily overprovision computing resources.
Finally and as we present in this paper, RTC may perform
slightly better than specialized cores, but without the same
level of protection.

As extracting OS features exposed multicore applications
to protection vulnerabilities through resource sharing, researchers have started investigating virtualization as an alternative source of performance to kernel bypass.
2.1. The Operating System Overheads
Performance incentivized innovations in Operating System
(OS) architectures, sometimes as the expense of protection.
On the one hand, the OS is the traditional way of ensuring
protection by controlling the access of processes to resources.
On the other hand, it has been known since the 90’s that extracting features of OS into runtime libraries, so called library
OS (libOS), could improve performance, in particular of concurrent applications [1]. LibOSes reduce the kernel support to
its bare minimum, hence avoiding system calls in the common
fast path. The exokernel OS [13] exploited the libOS to lower
the level of abstractions of protected resources. It implements
zero-touch, a mechanism that passes data directly to hardware
without the processor touching them.
Some overheads are induced by the mismatch between the
high performance of recent network devices and the original
BSD socket interface. The model of TCP/IP stack initially
designed by Berkeley in the 70’s is still the predominant way
to handle network communications, even though, in the meantime, the Internet has grown from a 13 nodes ARPAnet to
a network of more than one billion hosts. The Linux networking stack relies on this BSD socket interface whose reads
and writes require memory copies between user and kernel
spaces. This interface, in particular the notification system
(with select, kqueue, poll and epoll), requires system
calls and context switches, which in turn introduces cache
misses [37].
2.2. Scalability with the Number of Processing Cores
Similarly to the exokernel that modified the role of the kernel,
Baumann et al. proposed the multikernel architecture and
the corresponding Barrelfish OS for scalable multicore systems [4]. They consider a multicore processor as a distributed
system, where cores communicate by exploiting cache line
eviction for sending messages via the shared memory coherence. The satellite kernels and the corresponding Helios OS
focuses on heterogeneous computer architectures and implement IPC through remote message passing [29].
A common technique to scale with the number of CPU
cores, is to leverage Receiver Side Scaling (RSS) [28] that
maps network packets to specific cores. In a recent proposal,
Hruby et al. [19] present a design for network stacks that
makes use of RSS to map packets to cores dedicated to run
a TCP/IP stack in separate processes. They show that they
can achieve comparable scalability to Linux. They exploit
however a single network driver which would typically not
scale on some manycore architectures. MegaPipe [15] pro-

Roadmap. We start by presenting the background and motivations (§2). Then we present the design of DLibOS (§3),
and describe its implementation (§4). Finally, we evaluate
DLibOS on three benchmarks and two applications (§5), and
present the related work (§6) before concluding (§7).
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vides a network I/O interface that offers asynchronous I/O
communications between kernel and user space and batches
context switches to limit their overhead. It also exploits RSS
to assign each of the multiple reception (Rx) and transmission
(Tx) queues to one CPU and its scalability is only evaluated
up to 8 cores. FastSocket [25] is a kernel socket design that
scales with the number of cores. It maintains the BSD-socket
API and improves the N GIN X webserver throughput by 267%
using the kernel.
To leverage multiple cores within the same microprocessor,
several works have suggested to dedicate cores to various
services [43, 35, 20, 17, 18]. In particular, FactoredOS [43] is
an OS architecture tailored to scale on manycores. The idea is
to distribute services across distinct cores to limit contention
on TLB and cache resources and to expose a traditional system
call interface for inter-core communication.

In general, virtualization is not trivial and often requires
specialized hardware. The specialized hardware is necessary
for IX to allow concurrent applications to benefit from the NIC.
In particular, IX++ [9] tried to extend IX with PCI Single Root
I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV), which allows a single hardware
NIC to appear as multiple virtual NICs. Unfortunately, their
result was limited by the Intel 82599 NIC chipset and could
not exploit RSS, a limitation that could be addressed with the
recent Intel xl710 NIC. Due to this limitation, IX++ can only
use a single CPU core.
The OpenOnload project2 exploits an elaborate virtualization mechanism to offer a secure user-level networking stack
with the standard BSD socket interface. Similarly, its virtualization mechanism requires the dedicated hardware of the
SolarFlare NICs.
More recent approaches took this idea of virtualization further. Arrakis [32] extends the Barrelfish OS by integrating
SR-IOV to obtain a significant performance gain and adapted
it not only to networking I/O but also storage I/O. EbbRT [34]
exploits the run-to-completion model and removes almost
completely the kernel abstraction by running within a virtual
Xen environment where the kernel is replaced by a library
runtime.

2.3. Unprotected User-Level I/O Processing
For communicating between multicore applications, a microkernel typically requires the application to context switch in
order to deliver a message to the process responsible for handling the call, hence disrupting more the execution than in
a monolythic system [18]. This is why, other solutions favored communication at user-level through the shared memory
rather than with context switches, however, a malicious or
buggy application can corrupt shared locations that the receiving process was already cleared to use [20].
Sandstorm [26] provides a user-space TCP/IP stack with
zero-copy, the ability to receive and transmit network packets without copying data to memory. Sandstorm adopts a
run-to-completion (RTC) execution model: letting a core execute both the network and application processing without
experiencing preemption. Thanks to these two optimizations,
Sandstorm presents a webserver that improves the throughput
of the N GIN X1 webserver with standard Linux by an order of
magnitude. User-level RTC, however, can suffer from a lack of
timing guarantees. As the application and the I/O processing
must share the same processing core, the time taken by the
application processing directly delays the I/O processing. For
example, a networking stack could be unable to acknowledge
data or handle timeouts due to the lack of preemption.

3. Design
In this section, we present the design of DLibOS that revisits
library OSes to provide protection at user-level. The four key
principles are its core specialization, its memory partitioning,
its message-based asynchronous interface and its flow pinning
strategy.
3.1. Distributed and Specialized Processing Cores
The prominent design of DLibOS is the specialization of its
CPU cores and the isolation of their respective processes communicating through hardware messages. The rationale of this
specialization resides in offering reliability by isolating processing tasks from one another and flexiblity in the provisioning of processing resources. For example, we will show in §5
that an in-memory key-value store application needs to dedicate more cores to the application processing whereas a webserver needs to dedicate more cores to the I/O processing. Similar specializations have already been envisioned to leverage
multicores and manycores machines [43, 35, 20, 17, 18], however, they require either context switches or coherent shared
memory accesses to implement a so-called “software message
passing”.
The novelty of our specialization is its distribution: cores
communicate with “hardware message passing”. Not only
does hardware messaging offer efficient inter-core communication without costly context switches, but it also allows
us to implement protection as we will explain in §4.5 by
spawning multiple processes with registered memory map-

2.4. Is Virtualization Really Needed?
The lack of protection led some researchers to favor virtualization over user-level implementations. IX [5] achieves
protection by placing the network processor in the Virtual Machine (VM) ring 0, and the application processing in VM ring
3. IX provides low latency and high throughput of network
applications by adopting the RTC execution model. In contrast
with user-level networking stacks that also execute RTC, IX
benefits from interrupts to provide timing guarantees.
1 https://nginx.org/en/.

2 http://www.openonload.org/.
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Figure 1: DLibOS exploits hardware message passing to avoid
context switching and enforce isolation

Overall, we leverage this partitioning to provide zero-copy
for reception: the data is passed by reference through messages
between the NIC and the application without any copy. As we
will explain in §4.6, our design allows for further optimization
to achieve zero-touch on the Tx path so that CPU does not
even touch in-memory data.

pings. This core design is depicted in Figure 1 where DLibOS
appears on the left-hand side (Figure 1(a)) and the legacy
run-to-completion alternative appears on the right-hand side
(Figure 1(b)). For the sake of simplicity, Figure 1(a) depicts
6 balanced cores with half of the cores configured to process
I/O and the other half configured to process the application
functions. Figure 1(b) depicts a generic RTC architecture,
similar to existing ones [26], where I/O management and application functions run sequentially and therefore share the
same memory address.

3.3. Asynchronous API without System Calls
In order to maintain low latency and achieve a greater I/O
efficiency we introduce a fully asynchronous communication
system between the application and the I/O processing. This
interface comprises a series of events and commands described
in Table 1. Each function of this interface is invoked through
the sending and reception of hardware messages between cores.
The asynchrony stems from a “fire-and-forget” invocation principle up and down stream. This asynchronous interface is thus
also non-blockcking and similar to the “notification completion” of megaPipe [15], however, this “notification completion”
emulates software message passing through shared memory.
This asynchrony may appear detrimental at first glance, as it
makes it harder to distinguish between a delay and a failure. In
our case, however, we rely on a loss-free message passing guaranteeing that no messages can be dropped: the implementation
of inter-core communication is detailed later in §4.3. In the
context of application to network interaction, this asynchrony
constitutes the biggest difference between our DLibOS and
legacy architecture relying on Berkeley sockets. Indeed, in the
legacy model, I/O interaction with the network can be either
synchronous and blocking, or synchronous and nonblocking,
whereas DLibOS is asynchronous and non blocking.

3.2. Memory Partitioning and Zero-Copy Accesses
To protect the application while enabling high throughput and
low latency, DLibOS partitions the memory into three distinct
regions: the Tx memory, the Rx memory, and the application
memory while ensuring zero-copy or that neither Rx nor Tx
copy anything to memory.
This original partitioning of the memory creates one address space for the application layer, another one for the I/O
handling layer, finally a last one for the hardware/network component. Then, we propose to offer differentiated read/write
rights to this various address spaces depending on the function
accessing it. For example, only the application (resp. I/O, or
hardware) can both read and write on the application (resp.
I/O, or hardware) address space whereas the other layers can
only read this space. As an illustration, we present in Figure 2
how, within an Application, one application core shares a single address space where the network (I/O in this case) core
accesses another one.
In addition to this intra-application memory protection, DLibOS guarantees that inter-application memory access is forbidden for any application cores. This property is illustrated in
Figure 2, where none of the app. cores from the Application
0 (resp. Application 1) can neither read nor write memory
address spaces defined within Application 1 (resp. Application
0).

3.4. Chip Locality and Balanced Flow Pinning
One of the final key design element in DLibOS relates to the
use of many-core architecture coupled with Network-on-Chip
inter-core communications. In order to fully use this powerful
architecture, core specialization needs to be selected carefully
4

parameters

description

commands parameters
app −→ net

net −→ app

events

new_conn
id, listen_id
a connection (cxn) is opened
new_data
id, {ptr(offset), len} an array of msgs is received
data_acked
id, count_acked
data has been acknowledged
remote_closed id
cxn was closed remotely
cleanup
id
cxn has been closed and all

resources can be safely freed

description

accept
id, listen_id
accepts a connection (cnx)
connect cookie, dst_ip, dst_port
opens a cnx
recv_done id, count_received
credits rx window, releases rx mem.
send
id, {ptr(offset), len, flags} sends a scatter/gather array of data
shutdown id, flags
closes connection
close
id
closes and frees resources of a cxn

Table 1: Hardware messages for inter-core communications

to both limit communication relay by cores and maximize
memory localization (placement of data). Limitations of intercore communication between I/O handling and applications is
done in DLibOS by carefully placing the different specialized
core on the Network on Chip grid. For example, edge locations
are used for I/O specialization as they exhibited lower cache
miss ratio. We explain how we optimize this placement in the
particular case of our hardware in §4.4.
We do flow pinning to distinct cores in two different steps.
First, we ensure that a flow is processed by the same network
core using the flow hashing of RSS. Second, we ensure that
the flow is processed by the same application core by statically
pinning the flow to an application core via a pre-configured
policy such as round robin. More precisely, the network core
load-balances the connection events by dispatching new_conn
events to applications cores. Any application core is allowed
to accept the connection by sending a response to the issuing
network core. Once an application core accepts the connection
it is statically pinned to the corresponding flow and becomes
responsible of treating all its packets. Each network core maintains a list of the application cores it is allowed to communicate
with based on this pinning.

driver. The network stack invokes the application event handler callback on new events instead of dispatching messages,
similarly the socket layer directly calls relevant stack functions
instead of dispatching commands on the network-on-chip. As
RTC does considerably less work than DLibOS, one could
expect RTC to perform better than DLibOS at the cost of isolation and timing guarantees, however, we will explain why
this is not always the case depending on the application in §5.
4.2. Shared Nothing on Name Spaces and NIC Queues
For our implementation to scale, we adopted a shared nothing
architecture for DlibOS datastructures. We adopt a single
writer principle for IO data as explained earlier in fig. 2. As
originally stated, the shared nothing architecture consists of
preventing processors from sharing memory or storage [38].
In the context of multicore, this architecture helps scaling to
a large number of processing cores by reducing bottleneck
effects induced by the synchronization on shared resources.
To avoid synchronization between network cores and application cores, our implementation features multiple file descriptor name spaces: one per network core, hence resolving the
shared namespace issue [10]. As a result, we have multiple
file descriptors per application process. In particular, we identify a file with a couple net-core, idhnet-core, idi, this further
avoids synchronization. By contrast, traditional approaches
have one name space per process. For example, POSIX needs
an integer for a file identifier that must be synchronized among
all threads.
To avoid synchronization between the NIC and the networking cores, we use flow hashing based on RSS. In DLibOS,
each networking core serves a single NIC queue, eliminating
the need for synchronization among multiple network stack
cores. Flow hashing is a common technique that recently
proved promising at increasing performance of short-lived
connections in a kernel socket design [25].

4. Implementation
Our implementation runs on top of Linux on the TileGx-36
processor. We implemented a userspace TCP/IP stack and
userspace driver on top of Tilera mPIPE API. We use RSS
flow hashing to distribute packets to cores, allowing us to avoid
sharing and synchronizing states between network cores. Our
driver makes use of bounded batching when interacting with
hardware Rx and Tx queues, as well as the generation of new
packets. The network stack and driver are designed with zerocopy/touch in mind, using scatter-gather IO and checksum
offload to avoid polluting caches. We implemented a “socket”
abstraction layer that exposes events and commands to the
application, this layer is able to function in either DLibOS
or run-to-completion mode, without changing the application
itself.

4.3. Network-on-Chip Messaging and Routing
Our implementation uses the User Defined Network (UDN) on
the TileGx-36 processor for intercore messaging rather than
writing messages into shared memory. On Tilera, the messages are single-cycle dispatched so that the core can continue
processing while the message continues being dispatched.3
We use the on-chip network for commands and events between DlibOS and applications, relying on shared memory

4.1. Run-to-Completion as the Baseline
For the sake of evaluating DLibOS, we also implemented a
traditional RTC user-level TCP/IP stack on Tilera as a baseline.
To this end, we defined a “socket” abstraction layer exposed
to the application that is implemented with both DLibOS (Figure 1(a)) and RTC (Figure 1(b)). In RTC mode, the application
runs in the same address space as the network stack and the

3 https://lwn.net/Articles/500232/.
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L1$ hit
2 cycles

L2$ hit
11 cycles

L3 (distributed) $ hit
40 cycles

UDN latency
1 cycle per hop

UDN bandwidth
60 Tbps

shared memory bandwidth
170 Gbps

Table 2: The messaging latency is one order of magnitude lower than cache ($) latency.

for IO data. Metadata requires latency sensitive point to point
messaging and is better suited toward the on-chip network.
The lower volume of metadata exerts less pressure on the onchip network buffers and congestion. The on-chip network
also provides a degree of protection, presenting an append
only queue without requiring context switching.
Using cache eviction for communication as used in Barrelfish [4] can lead to poor performance on some architectures [40] or may be impossible on others [16]. In particular,
on Tilera only the L3 cache is shared among the same chip
and a L3 cache hit takes 40 cycles. As the cache communication is pull-based, the sending core writes in a local cache
and the remote core has to read, which increases further the
cache-to-cache communication latency. As a result, the hardware messaging latency (UDN latency) is one order magnitude
lower than the L3 cache latency as summarized in Table 2.
In addition, the on-chip network offers significantly larger
throughput than shared memory, however, care must be taken
to avoid deadlocks due to the nature of this network.
The on-chip network leverages wormhole routing: the
header of the message reserves a route, hence preventing interleaving of different messages along this route. The network
does not drop messages, each core has a non blocking switch
with send and receive buffers to handle bursts of messages. If a
message in the receive buffers is not consumed, then messages
may back up through the network. In addition, attempting
to write messages to a full buffer will stall the core until the
message is written. As a result, the limited message buffer
space can result in deadlock if pairs of cores send messages
without ever draining them by reading from receive buffers.
DLibOS achieves deadlock-freedom by credit check similar
to NoCMsg [44]. More precisely, we check the hardware register that stores the FIFO credit of the core local switch and avoid
sending if this would stall the core processor pipeline. When
we are unable to send messages, we queue events/commands
in memory but continue to process incoming messages to ensure overall progress, we then periodically attempt to retry
sending messages. We also use a highly compressed message
format, and allow batching of some messages to reduce pressure on network-on-chip buffers in order to avoid having to
resort to retry sending messages.

DLibOS specializes a subset of cores for application and
another subset for networking with specific layouts as opposed
to a RTC layout (Figure 3(a)) where each core processes both
application and networking. A first specialized layout consists of naively specializing the first cores for the networking
and specializing the remaining ones for the application as depicted in Figure 3(b). A second specialized layout consists
of partitioning the TileGx-36 processor into 4 quadrants of 9
cores each, as depicted in Figures 3(c)–3(h). We can either
restrict inter-core communication within a quadrant, hence
called “dedicated-quadrant” (Figures 3(d), 3(f) and 3(h)) or
allow communication across quadrants, hence called “all-toall” (Figures 3(c), 3(e) and 3(g)). Restricting communication
within a quadrant results in shorter paths; it reduces the average message latency, the number of contended hops and cross
chip traffic. The drawback is to lead to poorer utilization when
the quadrants are heterogeneously loaded.
4.5. Protection Through Separate Address Spaces
While regular user-level network stacks have to trust the application for correct network behavior, DLibOS does not assume
that the application is trusted. For example, running a userlevel networking stack such as mTCP [21] on separate threads
can still result in corruption of the networking stack as both
the application and network run within the same process.
By contrast, DLibOS runs an application in a separate process from the network stack but registers shared memory mappings and shared accesses to the network-on-chip. Each of
the memory mappings is registered into the NICs IO-TLB
in order to translate virtual addresses and provide isolation.
Only the memory registered with the IO-TLB can be transmitted, and the arbitrary private application memory (cf. §3.2)
such as keys cannot be transmitted unless explicitly copied
to this memory. On the reception side, the applications can
only access the Rx memory, which is mapped read-only to the
application such that it cannot interfere with the operation of
the networking stack. On the transmission side, the application is required not to modify memory until the data has been
acknowledged, however failure to do this will only result in
incorrect data payloads.
By isolating processing cores, DLibOS also provides some
level of reliability. More specifically, if a process crashes, then
we can often simply restart it without affecting concurrently
running applications accessing the same NIC or the OS itself.
As a result of this inherent protection, DLibOS can also be
used to enforce security policies such as firewalling, ratelimiting or even prioritizing certain types of traffic. DLibOS
exposes a higher level abstraction to the application, which can

4.4. Core Layout and Quadrant Configurations
We structure the layout of cores to minimize the number of
contended paths on the network. The wormhole routing can
result in path contention as other messages are blocked while a
message traverses the shared path before closing the wormhole
(cf. §4.3).
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(a) Run to completion

(b)
Naive
12:24 (n12)

(c) All-to-all
12:24 (d12-all)

(d) quadrant
12:24 (d12-q)

(e) All-to-all
18:18 (d18-all)

(f)
quadrant
18:18 (d18-q)

(g) All-to-all
24:12 (d24-all)

(h) quadrant
24:12 (d24-q)

Figure 3: Core pinning layout and inter-core communication with ratio net:app cores

allow the transparent implementation of proxying, tunneling
and encryption without the knowledge or cooperation of the
application.
Finally, it is interesting to note that isolating functionalities
on specialized cores rather than letting each core run to completion also presents some advantages in terms of real-time
guarantees. For example, TCP acknowledgment is decoupled
from the application function as opposed to a run to completion.

This approach of using scatter gather I/O avoids exposing
the underlying segment size to the application and allows the
same application buffer to be sent across multiple connections
simultaneously. Sandstorm and Exokernel [26] relied on presegmented data with pre-calculated checksums, and required
multiple copies of application data in order to serve concurrent
requests for the same data. We use checksum offload to avoid
pre-calculating checksums and scatter gather I/O to avoid multiple copies of application data. This design allows certain
applications to transmit zero-touch, as the response memory
never touches the CPU, hence reducing cache pollution. An application can benefit from this design by pre-storing responses
within the application memory and passing references to the
networking cores.
The transmission (Tx) of a packet consists of the following
steps in chronological order:
Tx1. The application builds a message in the send buffer of the
application core and sends this message through hardware
message passing to the network core that receives it in its
reception buffer.
Tx2. The network core looks up the connection and queues
the message on the associated connection. It then combines
the data into TCP segments, writes the network header and
puts the descriptor of the TCP segments in the Tx memory.
The network core then writes in the Tx memory the header
and a pointer to the payload of the appropriate segment with
a special flag to indicate the last segment for the packet.
Tx3. The NIC polls from the Tx ring to find the headers and
increment the tail pointer.
We use the same hierarchical timing wheel as IX for implementing TCP timeouts [41].

4.6. Zero-Touch Transmission & Zero-Copy Reception
Reception. Initially, the memory registered for reception
with the NIC is mapped read-only to the application and
network cores. During the reception, the networking stack
maintains a list of credits for each application core and drops
packets bound to that core if the application has not returned
enough buffers. The reception (Rx) of a packet follows these
steps in chronological order:
Rx1. The NIC receives a packet. It hashes the tuple h senderIP,
senderPort, receivedIP, receiverPort, protocol i to find the
corresponding network core before the NIC fills the Rx memory. It updates the Rx ring by writing a buffer descriptor
pointing to the associated Rx memory.
Rx2. The network core keeps polling its Rx ring buffer and
advances the tail pointer when consuming it. It notifies the
application by sending it a pointer to the payload, through
hardware message passing. If the data corresponds to a
received TCP ACK, the network core sends an acknowledgement to the application to free the application memory
located where the acknowledged data reside.
Rx3. The application receives the pointer. Once the application is done processing the data, it sends an acknowledgment
through hardware message passing notifying the network
core to free the corresponding Rx memory locations.

5. Evaluation
In this section we compare the performance of DLibOS to
vanilla Linux and our RTC implementation. To this end, we
ran (i) a port of the Memcached caching system, (ii) a port
of the N GIN X webserver application and (iii) a novel webserver application. We evaluate the performance through the
benchmarks NetPIPE, mutilate and wrk, and Facebook’s
key-value cache workload.

Transmission. Packets are constructed using scatter gather
I/O, where headers are allocated in Tx memory inaccessible
to the application, and application memory can only be referenced in packet payloads. First, the packet headers are
immediately freed upon Direct Memory Access (DMA) into a
stack so that they can be re-used for improved temporal cache
locality, this also significantly reduces the memory requirements. Second, the packet payloads can consist of multiple
regions of application memory where large regions can be
split across multiple packets.

5.1. Experimental Settings
We implemented DLibOS and RTC on one socket of a Tilera
TILExtreme machine running Linux 3.10.90 and featuring
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Figure 5: NetPIPE performance with DLibOS, RTC and vanilla
Linux for varying message sizes and system software configurations with d followed by the number of network cores (all
the remaining cores are used by the application)
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what was sent and restarts. To emphasize the overhead of the
distributed specialized core design of DLibOS, we extended
NetPIPE with “nocopy mod” where the exchanged messages
are assumed to be the same and the server copies only the first
message of the series. In this case, the server waits until each
message is received, discards it and sends the buffer copied
from the first message back to the client.
Figure 5 compares the goodput of DLibOS, RTC and vanilla
Linux under NetPIPE as the number of messages per second
exchanged time the size of the messages. In particular, Figure 5(a) depicts the performance in “copy mod” whereas Figure 5(b) presents the performance in “nocopy mod”. DLibOS
outperforms RTC and vanilla Linux by up to 13% and 200%,
respectively in the standard NetPIPE benchmark. In our extended “nocopy mod”, the application does minimal work and
we can observe the overhead of specialized cores, where RTC
outperforms our DLibOS by 6%. In “copy mod”, DLibOS
benefits from parallelism within a connection by having the
application perform the copy on a separate core. These results
can be explained by the CPU limitations in Tilera sockets:
each core has frequency of only 1.2 Ghz, hence the limited
goodput. We also observed that for 64-byte messages and for
the classic N ET PIPE, the one-way latency of DLibOS and
RTC is 6 µs, whereas the one-way latency of Linux is 31 µs,
confirming that DLibOS achieves low latency.

Figure 4: The transmission (left) and reception (right)

4 TileGx-36 sockets. Each socket embeds 36 cores running
at 1.2 GHz, organized in a mesh and interconnected with a
network-on-chip. Each socket has also 4 Ethernet ports with
10 Gbps capability each, interfaced with the Tilera proprietary
mPIPE, that we bonded at the switch using an L3+L4 hash.
It offers a zero overhead Linux (ZOL) mode that reduces the
interferences from the OS in the user-space tasks. As we
obtained higher performance in our experiments without, we
disabled this feature.
For stress testing the Tilera server, we generated a client
load from 8 identical machines, each equipped with an 8-core
hyperthreaded Intel Xeon Processor E5-2620 v4 running at
2.10 GHz with 20 MB cache and 64 GB of memory, connected
to the DLibOS via a 10 Gbps SFP+ cable through an Intel
x710 NIC. The monitoring of Memcached performance was
performed by a dedicated machine with a dual 8-core hyperthreaded Intel Xeon E5-2450 processors running at 2.1 GHz
for a total of 32 hardware contexts and 64 GB of memory and
connected with a dual 10 GbE ports on an Intel x520-DA2.
All clients generated traffic through a Mellanox MSX1016X2BFR switch with 64 SFP+ 10 GbE ports except in the case
of the NetPIPE benchmark where we connected two of the
TILExtreme sockets with a direct cable to bypass the switch
overhead.

5.3. Stressing the Network: Webserver
We implemented a webserver application that leverages DLibOS and RTC by distributing TCP connections to multiple
cores and responding to HTTP client requests. The server acts
in-memory and serves static data from webpages preloaded
into contiguous memory. We compare our results to two
other scenarios. First, we evaluate the standard N GIN X webserver running on TILExtreme configured to serve file from
a ram-disk, with disabled logging, disabled compression and
increased listen backlog. Second, we evaluate our own webserver running on our RTC user-level TCP/IP stack.

5.2. Performance: High Throughput and Low Latency
We first ran NetPIPE, a popular micro-benchmark of a pingpong protocol [36]. In this benchmark, a client and a server
open a connection and exchange messages of a given fixed
size to calibrate the latency and bandwidth of a single flow.
The classic NetPIPE benchmark is called “copy mod”: every
time the server receives a new message, it copies it to the Tx
buffer and resends it back to the client. Then, the client waits
until the message is entirely received, validates that it matches
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servers.4 In the following evaluations, we use all the available
36 cores.
The mutilate benchmark with the Facebook workload.
We have evaluated the performance of Memcached using the
mutilate benchmarking client [23]. This benchmark framework aims at generating a targeted Requests-per-Second (RPS)
across several and coordinated clients while an additional
client measures the latency without the heavy load of the request. In our configuration we used the eight homogeneous
Intel Xeon E5-2620 v4 to generate the desired load while
the dual-processors Intel Xeon E5-2450 sampled the latency.
Overall, we configured mutilate to create a total of 1392
client connections, where we randomly sampled the latency
from 32 of these connections on the observer computer.
We also configured the mutilate benchmark to generate
the user-account status information (USR) workload of the
Facebook trace [2] in order to stress the system with a high
packet rate. This workload was used in recent evaluations of
libOSes [34, 5] and is dominated by 99% of GET requests
with short keys (< 20 bytes), 2 B values and minimum sized
TCP packets.
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Figure 6: DLibOS and RTC webserver performance compared
to N GIN X using various layout configurations and different
file sizes.

The wrk benchmark. We set the wrk benchmark to open
2048 connections spread over the 8 client machines, each with
256 connections, and varying the requested file size. Similar
to the Sandstorm benchmark setting, each HTTP client generates a series of requests, with a new application connection
being initiated immediately after the previous one terminates,
whereas we enabled keepalives at HTTP level. We do not
exploit HTTP pipelining to maximize throughput, each connection has only 1 outstanding request at a given time. Figure 6
compares the performance (goodput in Gbps and files server
per second) of N GIN X and our webserver running with RTC,
and DLibOS under different layout configurations.
Figure 6(a) shows that our DLibOS and RTC exploit most of
the 40 Gbps capability of the TILExtreme socket. In particular,
N GIN X cannot serve small HTTP object (< 2 KB) as fast as
our user-level TCP/IP stacks, as it requires MB object sizes to
perform close to line rate. To illustrate the causes of DLibOS
performance advantages, we varied the ratio of networking
vs. application cores in some of the layout configurations
previously listed in Figure 3. Figure 6(b) shows clearly that
the number of files served per second does not significantly
depend on the inter-core communication pattern but is actually
closely related to this ratio. In particular, a ratio of net-to-app
of 2-to-1 improves the performance of a ratio 1-to-2 by more
than 70% for file sizes less than 1KB. Majorities of I/O cores
proved suitable on other lightweight many-cores apps [14].
Above 1KB, DLibOS and RTC are limited by line rate (note
the logscale on the x-axis that hides a drop in the number of
files served that is linear in their size growth). This skewed
ratio is explained by the fact that the webserver stresses more
the network than the application.

Memcached-specific settings. In our testing environment,
clients were configured with a pipeline depth of four requests
per connection to keep-up with the configured RPS. On the
server side, we ran Memcached in all configurations (RTC,
and DLibOS) with 1 million records. We further increased the
size of the hashtable with the hashpower=20 command line
option, and used pre-allocated slab memory.
In order to support Memcached we replaced the libevent
loop with our own event loop, in the RTC configuration this
was the network processing event loop, in the DLibOS configuration this polled the network-on-chip.
We modified Memcached to support zero-copy operation,
since most requests are small they are most likely to not span
multiple TCP segments and would benefit from zero-copy.
On the receive side we modified the read function to return
contiguous requests, if a request spanned multiple segments
it would be copied to another buffer. On the transmit side
we modified Memcached to support multiple outstanding responses that have been sent but have not been acknowledged
by TCP. The Memcached slab allocator was modified to use
memory registered for transmission with the NIC. We prevent freeing any Memcached items that still have outstanding
acknowledgements by adding a second reference count to
Memcached items, the original reference count is used only
for unlinking from the hashtable. We intentionally left the
remaining code intact.
We also run Memcached on the Linux kernel but we were
unable to achieve the service-level agreement (SLA) of 500 µs
under the normal load (hence “N/A”). Results are depicted
separately in Table 3.

5.4. Stressing the System: Memcached
To complement the webserver application results that stressed
the network, in this section we evaluate performance under
Memcached, an in-memory key-value store built on top of the
libevent framework that is deployed in industry [30] to provide a high-throughput and low-latency caching for persistent

4 http://memcached.org/.
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RTC is significantly closer to DLibOS when the hashpower
option h is large seems to indicate that RTC suffers more from
contention than DLibOS.
To further validate our hypothesis, we did additional profiling. Table 4 indicates that DLibOS spends less time acquiring
locks than RTC in all cases and RTC is impacted by a low
hashpower of 14 to a greater extent than DLibOS. From this
we can conclude that an RTC workload is impacted by increased lock contention. In particular, this lock contention
is further impacting the service latency, which was captured
in the difference in tail latency (99th percentile) in Figure 7
between RTC and DLibOS. It is noteworthy that an RTC configuration is generally impacted by greater lock contention by
having a greater number of cores (50%) contending on the
striped lock table.
DLibOS spends more time in network and driver related
functions compared with RTC both with and without the
hashtable modification, we believe that this is due to a lack of
fairness in RTC where both the application and the network
are competing for CPU time without pre-emptive scheduling.
This lack of fairness could be contributing to the difference in
tail latency even when the hashtable modification is in place.
We also profiled Memcached running on the Linux kernel
in order to understand why it was unable to meet the given
SLA. We observed 22.77% of CPU time was spent in kernel
spin locks, the combination of lower frequency cores and
higher core counts exacerbates this locking overhead. There
are probably other causes but enumerating all of them is out
of the scope of this paper.

Figure 7: Memcached performance comparison with DLibOS
and RTC under various requests per second.

Memcached throughput with DLibOS. Figure 7 presents
the throughput-latency results for two Memcached configurations, namely with or without the hashtable optimization.
Figure 7(a) illustrates that DLibOS, in the original setup of
Memcached, can reach an unprecedented 2.4 million maximum request rate while maintaining an SLA of 500 µs measured at the 99th percentile. This result corresponds to an
improvement of nearly 40% compared to the RTC deployment, which reached a maximum request rate of 1.8 million
RPS.
When increasing the size of the hashtable with the
hashpower=20 option, Figure 7(b) depicts that DLibOS
achieves a maximum request rate of 3.1 million RPS (even
without going over the 500 µs SLA measured at the 99th
percentile). In Figure 7(b), we further observe that, in this
configuration, DLibOS obtains a less versatile 99th percentile
latency than the RTC version. However, we were not able to
overload our server due to a lack of clients systems.
Memcached profiling with DLibOS. In order to understand the performance of DLibOS with Memcached, we
present in Figure 8 the profiling of our Memcached implementation that is obtained through sampling. We can see that,
in all cases, DLibOS better utilizes the CPU than RTC. In
particular, in the default setting, we can see that Memcached
spends 32.5% and 28.5% of its CPU time in the item_get
function, respectively for RTC and DLibOS. This function is
responsible for accessing the item in memory via a striped lock
table of size 2h entries. Hence, increasing the size of this lock
table with the hashpower option h reduces lock contention.
The fact that in Figure 7, we see that the average latency for

Reflexion on memcached performances. Overall, through
the evaluation of DLibOS with Memcached, we have demonstrated that not only DLibOS could reach unprecedented rates
of RPS under the 500 µs SLA but that it outperformed RTC
mode. This achievement can be explained by a better serialization of key Memcached functions hence reducing the number
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of contentions. Through this result, we show that both userlevel architecture can achieve very high performance and low
latency.

is no implementation of this proposal. IsoStack [35] runs on a
single specialized core to minimize data sharing, however, its
sequential networking stack is sequential. More recently, the
NEaT scalable network stack [19] was proposed to partition
the stack across isolated process replicas handling independent
requests. All the aforementioned solutions explored functionally partitioning different stages of network processing onto
separate cores but rely on software-based message queues or
context switches.
In contrast with software-based solutions, several approaches, like RDMA [12], NetFPGA [6], Intel flow director [24] were implemented or suggested [22] to provide hardware accelerated key-value stores. These hardware accelerations lack flexibility and rely on vendor support for updates.
In a similar vein, MICA [24] offers a specialized key-value
store that executes run-to-completion to treat exclusively UDP
datagrams on top of DPDK.

6. Related Work
Handling incoming packets with commodity computers raises
several OS challenges. An alternative is to bypass the network stack entirely or partially. Systems such as mTCP [21]
and Sandstorm [26] propose a fully functional TCP/IP stack
down to the network, at user-level. While appealing for performance, they complicate the resource sharing by depending
on hardware and requiring a rewrite of the NIC driver. For
packet I/O, mTCP relies on DPDK whereas Sandstorm relies
on Netmap [33] that processes packets one order of magnitude
faster than the Linux kernel networking stack. Besides mTCP,
other frameworks, such as NetBricks [31] or ClickOS [27],
reside on top of DPDK user-space. They allow end-users
to easily implement network processing functions with zerocopy. These frameworks focus, however, on packet processing
putting aside the complexity of the TCP state machine. At
the frontier between packet processing and TCP solutions,
MegaPipe [15] provides a network I/O interface that optimizes
the communication between kernel and user space and batches
context switches to limit their overhead.
An exokernel consists of externalizing abstraction to userspace, leaving the protection to the kernel. It typically exposes
hardware securely, physical names, allocation and revocation.
The Exokernel [11, 13] provides a minimal kernel or a derived
fast path to bypass the OS functions. Barrelfish [4, 29] also
advocates an externalization of hardware abstraction to userspace but to scale to modern multicore machines. Building
upon exokernels are libOSes that offer abstraction in userspace but give the possibility of tailoring the abstraction to the
application. IX [5] efficiently leverages the networking stack
and designs a more efficient socket API than the BSD interface.
It builds upon Linux and adopts an RTC execution mode
to maximize data cache locality by scheduling application
threads appropriately with the delivery of batches of events.
Arrakis [32] also handles storage I/O and maps the virtual NIC
to applications with SR-IOV and the I/O memory management
unit (IOMMU). It separates the control plane in kernel space
from the data plane in user space but builds upon the Barrelfish
OS. Since the control plane is not on the critical path, the
packets are sent and received directly in user-space. Finally,
EbbRT [34] is a LibOS that proposes run-to-completion in a
virtualized environment where the application shares a runtime
with the networking stack.
With the multiplication of cores in modern CPU, arose the
idea of specializing cores. FactoredOS [43] is an architecture
proposal where cores are specialized into services, like file
system or network processing. This architecture is motivated
by the evaluation of performance bottlenecks in existing OSes
and the simulation of different cache sizes to measure the
cache miss rate on the Linux OS, but as far as we know there

7. Concluding Remarks
We presented DLibOS that demonstrates the possibility of
combining high throughput, low latency and protection at userlevel. To this end, it combines for the first time specialized
processes with hardware messaging. Its evaluation in a userlevel TCP/IP stack against a traditional run-to-completion
user-level stack indicates better tail latency and revealed the
importance of balancing the specialization ratio.
Future work includes several directions. First, while the
DLibOS implementation does not support storage, this could
be added with NVMe SSDs and Intel SPDK5 to run other
types of applications like persistent databases. Second, our
current implementation relies on TileGx but we intend to port
DLibOS on other architectures. Third, DLibOS does not support dynamically spinning I/O cores up and down to satisfy
a given SLA while minimizing idle resource utilization, this
could be achieved by modifying the messaging protocol and
the driver to support flow migrations. Finally, while multiple
applications can benefit from multiple DLibOS instances on
the same machine, we intend to extend the memory partitioning to support running multiple applications from a single
DLibOS instance to reduce the number of cores needed.
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